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known, but its value in preventing incipient that results from the experiments now being 
cracks which might develop durmg hardening conducted and the study being made of pave-
of the concrete and later mto faUure of the ments constructed under varymg design prin-
slab is not generally appreciated. ciples will bring about more uniform practice 

and it is the belief of this department that 
C O N C L U S I O N practice wiU specify short slabs with well dis-

In the present-day design of pavements, tributed reinforcement and with well con-
proper design and installation of joints is structed and well maintained joints. The 
recognized as the most important factor in- cost of such construction is small in com-
fluencing rigid pavement performance. How- parison to the insurance provided. Post-war 
ever, the variations in spacing of transverse building is gomg to demand careful considera-
joints are as great as at any time, and range tion of our spending to guarantee tiie greatest 
from 15 feet to none. I t is believed, however, possible economy—not merely low cost. 

TRANSVERSE JOINTS IN THE DESIGN OF HEAVY DUTY CONCRETE 
PAVEINIENTS 
BY H. W. G I F P I N 

Engineer, Survey and Plans, New Jersey Slate Htghway Department 

SYNOPSIS 
This paper is an account of experience with concrete pavements in New Jersey. 

The situation of New Jersey is such that i t is an ideal laboratory for the purpose 
of quickly and thoroughly testing designs of concrete pavements. Transverse 
joints, cracks, and pavement design are discussed as relating to ability to sustain 
the amount of heavy traffic using the State Highway System. Main conclusions 
reached are: 

(1) Heavy duty pavements require designs that provide load distribution at 
all joints and cracks. 

(2) Joint structures should be designed to reduce dowel restraint to the lowest 
practicable bmit. 

(3) Surface water should be excluded from access to subgrade in so far as 
practicable 

(4) The surface on which the pavement is laid should be non-erodible, have 
high bearing value, and preferably be somewhat porous. 

(5) Earth infiltration in open joints and cracks leads to spalling, blow-ups, 
and destruction of load transfer often accelerated by pavement growth. 

(6) Joint fillers should fill the joint space at all times. 
(7) The use of precompressed wood should be tried extensively for joint fillers. 
(8) Contraction joints are unsuitable for heavy duty concrete pavements and 

warping joints appear to be undesirable. 
(0) Concrete sills may be a better load distributing device than steel dowelled 

structures. 
(10) Consideration toward the early abandonment of the free end theory in 

construction of concrete pavements and adoption of the controlled com
pression theory, in which pavements are kept under compression at all 
times by the use of spnng dowelled joint structures, is ̂ suggested as being 
more in accord with concrete's inherent charactenstics 

The material for this paper has been drawn performance of concrete pavements on New 
largely from experience gamed m studying the Jersey's state highway system 
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New Jersey's location in a densely popu
lated area, between two of the Nation's largest 
cities, accounts for the heavy traffic on its 
highways. Average daily traffic was 6300 
vehicles on the state highway sjrstem in 1940; 
on many parts of the system it was 10,000 to 
more than 60,000 vehicles. The heavy traffic 
has disclosed some of the weaknesses of heavy 
duty concrete pavements. Normally, such 
traffic would mclude from 300 to 2000 vehicles 
carrying loads in excess of 7i tons. Although 
no information is at hand to indicate how 
many loads of this weight require heavy duty 
designs, 100 has been selected as a tentative 
figure Between 1930 and 1940 all traffic on 
the system increased 35 per cent; the heavy 
truck traffic probably increased more than 
this; in the future greater mcreases are likely. 
This is why small troubles observed on today's 

Dirntien of Tnffie ^ 

apart near the comers, had been installed in 
the perfunctory manner usual at that time 
The dowels were found to be badly bent and 
the dowel holes enlarged Impact increased 
the faultmg in extreme cases to a£ much as an 
inch. Many of the slabs were cracked 6 to 
8 ft . beyond the jomts and the ends were 
bent down on the subgrade. Many of the 
cracks did not appear to extend the full depth 
of the pavement. The joint filler, which con
sisted of pre-moulded bitummous impregnated 
felt sheets, was partly squeezed out of the 
joint space, affording surface water easy 
access to the subgrade After rains, free 
water underlay the depressed slab ends; never
theless a few feet away the subgrade was hard 
and there was no free water. This condition 
existed m cuts and fills alike where the sub-
grade was partly clay. The faulting was 
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Figure 1. Typical Conditions at a Steiiped-Off Joint 

horizon should be analyzed and anticipated in 
the design of tomorrow's highways. 

This information as to tiie nature of, and 
reasons for these weaknesses m so far as they 
are known, and thoughts on improved designs 
contributed to the common effort of building 
more durable pavements Because of the 
incompleteness of data some of the conclusions 
reached and speculations made herein pomt 
all too clearly to the need for better organized 
research in the complex problem of joint 
design. Pavement life is limited by ade
quacy of joints. An appreciation of this will 
lead to a larger return on the investment of 
pubhc funds in concrete pavements 

J O I N T F A U L T I N G 

Joint faulting—also descnbed as stepping 
off in the du%ction of traffic—occurred in 
New Jersey in 1930 on 9-in uniform section 
reinforced concrete pavements two years old. 
Six i-in round dowds, grouped in threes 12 in. 

accompanied by subgrade erosion, also called 
mud pumping, which has smce become so 
familiar to highway engineers. (See Fig. 1). 

C A U S E S O F F A U L T I N G 

While faultmg can be attributed to impact 
of the load on the concrete slab end beyond a 
joint the nature of the process m the early 
stages and the exact causes of its begmning 
are obscure and must be partly surmised 
Breaks in the continuity of a rigid pavement 
change the application of forces and their dis-
tnbulion over the subgrade As the load 
approaches the jomt the slab end on the near 
side of the joint assumes the load gradually, 
reaching its maximum deflection with the load 
at the end. Without load transfer across the 
joint the far slab end has not deflected and is 
subject to impact as the load passes on to i t 
This impact causes a larger deflection and a 
higher unit pressure on the subgrade. The 
increase in the unit subgrade pressure has a 
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tendency to deform the subgrade by compac
tion or rearrangement of the soil particles to 
a greater extent on the far side of the joint. 
Because this inequality of forces on the 
slab ends, accompanied by the inequality of 
support on either side of the break, is repeated 
many times the far slab end tends to be 
depressed permanently below the near slab 
end. A small start m this process, as evi
denced by a small difference in elevation, adds 
a small increment to the larger force and, 
unless counteracted by special means, tends to 
accelerate the progress of depression In dry 
weather many subgrades effectively resist 
appreciable deformation, in the presence of 
free water those with large percentages of clay 
soften, aided by agitation of soil and water 
under frequent heavy loads During rams 
free water tends to collect on the subgrade in 
the joint area, entering through the jomt 
space and at the pavement edge Water lies 
in the thm spaces created by warping and 
subgrade compaction Each heavy load 
drives the water forward and the accumulated 
pressure esxpeis some of it with a few of the 
finer sod particles Gradually a layer of soil 
under the end of the concrete slab is washed 
away, leâ 1ng the end suspended over the 
eroded subgrade As subgrade support de
creases, still greater deflections increase the 
tension in the top of the slab untd the slab 
end finally bends down on the eroded subgrade. 

Without load transfer this process is fairly 
rapid under the far slab end In weak load 
transfer devices, small round dowels bend and 
then work loose under the heavy loads The 
bending of the dowels produces high unit 
pressures on the dowels at the face of the 
joint, crushes the supporting concrete, and 
enlarges the dowel holes. This in turn 
lengthens the span of the dowels and further 
decreases their resistance to bending By 
reason of the bendmg and looseiung the greater 
impact on the far side of the joint accelerates 
the erosive action, and slowly dnves the far 
slab end below the near one Faulting, as 
borne out by some observations, may occur 
very slowly in the absence of free water, but 
i t IS accelerated by free water m the joint area 
on erodible subgrades. This faultmg at the 
joint is proof of the loss of load transfer 
Thereafter evenness of surface can be restored 
by mudjackmg whenever faulting and re-
faulting reach a critical stage 

As long as load transfer devices are fully 
effective faultmg is prevented, but the same 
tendencies exist, and erosion may bring about 
a sagging of the slab ends on both sides of the 
joint Load transfer reduces the deflection 
at the corners by about a half Even so these 
deflections are about three times as much as 
at the pavement edge several feet away from 
the joint area With these greater deflections 
go higher umt subgrade pressures and the 
same tendency toward subgrade deformation. 
Load transfer, at best, does not provide uni
form continuity of structural behavior nor 
uniform support for rolhng loads but rather 
a series of weaknesses that have been bolstered 
up by the load transfer device Whether or 
not these weaknesses are sufficient, even with 
an adequate load transfer device, to cause 
ultimate failure is not known but experience 
over a period of ten years records no signs of 
failure. 

E X T E N T O P T A U L T I N G 

Early joint faultmg was hmited to those 
pavements laid on clayey subgrades and 
carrying many heavy trucks Faulting oc
curred somewhat later on other roads where 
heavy trucks were less frequent and subgrades 
were better Roads having non-erodibl̂  sub-
grades and hght traffic have been httle affected 
as yet 

I t has been noted that wider slabs, having 
more rigidity and subgrade support, faulted 
less than the narrower 10-ft slabs Heavy 
loads traveUmg along a narrow slab pass over 
the corners more often than on a wide one 
As the corners are the weakly supported por
tions of the pavement, the destructive process 
leading to faulting is delayed by keeping the 
heavy loads off the corners as much as possible. 
Thus wider slabs have important structural 
advantages in addition to those of traffic opera
tion and savu^ of shoulder maintenance, 
advantages that may well be sufficient to 
extend the life of the pavement several years. 

P R O P O S E D R E M E D I E S 

Prevention of faultmg and sagging is accom-
phshed by (1) excludmg free water from the 
subgrade in joint area in so far as practicable, 
(2) selectmg porous subgrade materials or 
those not affected by erosive action, and (3) 
making the load transfer device adequate. 

The effectiveness of each of these measures 
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by itself is not knovrn. Some pavements m 
New Jersey with good subgrade but without 
adequate load transfer devices showed no 
sign of faulting for many years under fairly 
heavy traffic, economic changes m the area 
brought a greater number of heavy loads with 
moderate but increasing faulting Perhaps 
any one of these measures would be sufficient 
for a time with infrequent heavy loads, and 
any two should still further postpone faulting. 
However, all of them are used in New Jersey 
because the savmg made by omission of any 
effective measure that costs so little additional 
was considered as gambhng unnecessarily with 
the bfe of pavements Although future 
causes of failure may be discovered that are 
not covered by these measures, each of them 
contributes to prevention of failure by known 
causes and may provide insurance against 
failure by undiscovered causes. 

Direction of Traffic -

R E S U L T S AND C O N C L U S I O N S 

Some of the results of the partial destruction 
of the test road and conclusions drawn were as 
follows 

The plain butt joint without any load trans
fer started to fault soon after the subgrade was 
thoroughly saturated. Later both slab ends 
sagged, accompamed by top cracking about 
S I X feet from the joint Because of the large 
quantity of water used m accelerating the 
test, the erosive action was extremely rapid 
and affected the area under all slab ends laid 
on earth On the highway generally, the 
erosive action is less rapid and is confined 
mostly to the slab end beyond the jomt 

Jomts of SIX j-in dowels showed early signs 
of looseness. Looseness was measured durmg 
the test by the differences in deflections of slab 
comers as the load passed over the joint; it 
was associated with offset bending of the 
dowels. With this was a gradual crushing of 

Figure 2. Ledge Joint 

C O N S T R U C T I O N O P T E S T R O A D 

Immediately after the first faulting the 
development of smtable joint structures with 
provision for excludmg surface water was 
thoroughly explored. In 1932 a circular test 
road was constructed to learn the effect of 
heavy loads on the designs suggested Two 
of these are shown m Figures 2 and 3. All 
^abs were 10 ft . wide. The subgrade was 
clayey and represented the worst condition 
likely to be found in the State. Formed metal 
sheete (Fig 6) called flashings, covered the 
standard filler in some joints For purposes 
of comparison, plain butt joints, the standard 
6-dowd, ard the hastily revised standard 
12-dowel jomts of i-m round bars were in
cluded in the test All dowels were installed 
very carefully. Loads vaned but were as 
high as 16 tons on a smgle avle. After an 
imtial dry period run the pavement was 
sprinkled with water to accelerate the test 

Figure 3. Alternate Ledge Joint 

the concrete at the jomt faces. The enlarge
ment of the dowel holes was evidence of tiie 
necessity of decreasing the unit pressure at 
these points Soon after the dowels became 
loose, metal flashings used with some of these 
joints cracked at the top because of bendmg 
fatigue 

Jomte of twelve i-m dowels spaced only 
10 m. apart were affected similarly to joints 
with SIX dowels but the rate of deterioration 
was much slower, indicating a possible suffi
ciency imder favorable conditions of subgrade 
and traffic (However, recent observations 
disclosed much faultmg of this design, even 
after mudjackmg, on heavy traffic highways 
bmlt about 12 years ago.) 

Joint structures with rectangular dowel bars 
placed on edge, and flanked top and bottom 
by small channels to distnbute the load and 
decrease wear at the joint faces, showed prac
tically no looseness nor any offset bending of 
the dowds Metal flashmgs mcorporated 
with these jomts showed no signs of fatigue. 
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The ledge joint (Fig. 2)—the ledge being 
a continuous right angle offset in the direction 
of traffic supportmg the far slab end on the 
projection of the near slab end—acted in the 
test similarly in many respects to the plain 
butt joint but somewhat better. As the load 
crossed the joint the impact on the far side 
qiuckly depressed the slab end just when the 
supportmg ledge was returning to its normal 
position after deflection. The meeting of 
these two projections was accompanied by 
increasing noise rather early in the test. The 
unsupported slab end (on the near side of 
the joint) deflected about the same amount 
as the corresponding slab end at the plam 
butt joint, indicatmg high tensile stresses on 
the top of the slab about five or six feet back 
from the joint. Rather early, a top crack 
occurred at tbs location, followed by saggmg 
of this slab end aind, later, by cracking and 
sagging of the slab end beyond the joint. 
Despite the rather imsatisfactory performance 
of this type m the test i t is thought to possess 
advantâ ges for light traffic roads, especially 
where frost heaving is not a factor. I t is 
simple to construct, inexpensive, and free from 
restraint. Although i t is subject to impact, 
as is the plain butt jomt, the ledge serves as a 
fairly effective preventive of faultmg. (Recent 
observations of this type laid 12 years ago on 
a heavy traffic road disclosed faulting of } to 
f i n ) 

The same type of joint laid on concrete sills 
neither faulted nor sagged. After a long time 
there was some erosion outside the sill area. 
Later a bottom crack occurred over the eroded 
area. The sills gave every indication of being 
able to carry heavy loads under very adverse 
conditions. 

The alternate ledge joint (Fig. 3)—also 
described as a concrete interlocking jomt m 
which five ledges (two on one side and three 
on the other, formed alternately on the bottom 
half of each slab end) extended into recesses 
under and supported the other slab end— 
acted like a true hinge under load. Some of 
the ledges were reinforced by i-in. bars. One 
of the two ledges on one side that were with
out bars broke off In this design two of the 
four comers (on the slab end having three 
ledges) lacked du:ect support by ledges. A 
high bending moment, produced by the load 
on the unsupported comer several inches 
away from the support of the nearest ledge, 
caused the break. Even xnth. this design 

defect the type generally performed well m 
the test. The design could be greatty un
proved by more ledges of less width. As yet 
no satisfactory method of installation has been 
devised that provides the degree of accuracy 
required for uniformly good results m con-
straction Perhaps a design with precast re
inforced ledges about a foot wide would be 
satisfactory for mediiun traffic. (Recent ob
servations of the tjrpe used m the test laid 12 
years ago on a heavy traffic road disclosed 
moderate faulting—where the ledges were not 
reinforced) 

As the testing progressed mud pumping was 
present in the vicimty of every jomt and 
crack. In a general way its beginning and 
seventy corresponded to the inadequacy of 
the devices used m distributing the load over 
the subgrade in the joint area. 

As should be expected, when deprived of 
subgrade support some of all types of hinged 
joints sagged down on the eroded subgrade 
without faulting, the stiff dowel joints with 
rectangular bars sagging less than those with 
concrete ledges. This sagging was accom-
pamed by top cracking in one or both slabs. 

Although the subgrade was not uniform, 
several duplicates of the jomt types were so 
well distributed in the test road that inequal
ities in subgrade appeared to have no marked 
effect on joint bdiavior nor on conclusions 
reached The test furnished a somewhat 
better understanding of the process of failure. 
Also a general idea of the relative load support
ing value of each joiat type was obtained. 
Roughly, they could be listed in tiiis order 
beginning witii the weakest- plain butt, six 
i-inch round dowels, ledge, twelve j-inch 
round dowels, alternate ledge, rectangular 
dowel bars on edge, and ledge on sills. 

The effect of some factors ordinarily con
tributing to pavement failiuQ during normal 
life was distorted in the accelerated test. 
Other factors had no influence on the results 
of the test. For instance, the test did not 
extend through a yearly cycle of expansion 
and contraction nor a period of freezmg and 
thawing. Observations supplementing those 
of the test influenced the conclusions used in 
later design. 

N E W S T A N D A K D J O I N T D E S I G N 

As a result of this test and other observa
tions a new standard joint design was adopted 
in 1933. I t consisted of twelve 2-in. channel 
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dowels with variable spacmgs of 6 m at the 
corners to 19 m at the center. The dowels 
were flanked top and bottom by 1 by 1-m. 
angles at the joint faces. The pavement 
forms supported the ends of the dowels by 
means of auxihary cross channels, brackets, 
removable bracket holders, and clamps at
tached to the form base All means of sup
port were left in place untd the pavement 
forms were removed. (See Figs 4 and 5) 
The slab length was increased from 35 to 56 f t 
Unusual attention to details was given in the 
design to assure accuracy of assembly and 
certainty of correct installation Neglect of 
this is not only waste of the joint material 
but is detrimental to the pavement Sub-
grade support, aided by driven pins, was re
jected as being inaccurate and too uncertain of 
stabihty and uniformity Top support on the 
forms was rejected to allow the finishing 

Povtmtnt form-: 

Suppertinq Anqle 

•Farmclerr^ 

Figure 5. View of Attachments to Form 

machine to travel uninterruptedly over the 
jomt without ^movmg the supportmg device. 
One-half mch premoulded bitummous impreg
nated felt was used as a joint filler The 
upper part of the joint filler was covered by 
metal flashmg formed of pure iron sheets. 
The flashing was anchored in the concrete at 
the top of the dowels and extended up to 
within i in of pavement grade. Its function 
was to provide a roof over the joint space 

• agamst the entiance of water and earth The 
metal flashing was adopted reluctantly be
cause of the possibility of corrosion and the 
impracticability of replacement, but no better 
means were known at that time. 

S U B O R A D E I M P R O V E M E N T 

Subgrade improvement was made slowly, 
as it was not then too clear what means would 
be most effective At first, stone filled shal

low longitudmal trenches were constructed 
imdei the shoulder just outside the pavement 
edge to drain away any free water that might 
collect on the subgrade Apparently these 
were rather effective but costiy Later, for 
about the same cost, a granular and some
what porous subbase under the pavement 
and shoulders, supplemented by mtercepting 
drains, was substituted for the stone drains. 
It'was hoped that in addition to providing a 
non-erodible and a well drained surface for 
,the pavement the subbase would be an insu
lating blanket agamst frost entrance, some 
good effects in this respect were reahzed and 
there is a tendency to increase the thickness 
of subbase material Such a subbase may 
not be as unyielding as one mth more clay 
but it IS firm enough if efficient load distribu
ting devices are used. Although subgrades 
can be built that are capable of sustaimng the 
heavy loads without benefit of load transfer 
and with no lesultmg deformation, a com
bination of a reasonably good subgrade with 
a good load distributing device is beheved to 
be more economical 

S O M E D E S I G N D E F E C T S A N D R E M E D I E S 

The new jomt structure and subgrade im
provement prevented faulting and subgrade 
erosion But, like all new products that de
part so radically from usual practice, a few 
unexpected defects have been disclosed in 
10 years' use 

Retrained Joinla 
In some of the early installations dowels 

were restramed from shding by insuffi
cient lubrication of the coatings Bondmg 
strengths on poorly coated dowels ranged from 
100 to 600 lb per sq. in at the time of m-
vestigation, which sometimes was several 
weeks after construction. Many jointe were 
"frozen," causing some senous crackmg. 
Apparentiy, much of this crackmg occurr^ 
when the temperature dropped several degrees 
while the concrete was still weak, perhaps 
durmg the first night. Despite the later use 
of better coatings selected after many teste, 
shding restramt was still thought to cause 
cracks, and dowel coatmgs were abandoned 
after several years' trial The use of metal 
sleeves, which are automatically adjusted to 
maintain top and bottom contect with the 
dowel, were adopted as the best preventive for 
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restraint from this source Even with extra 
precaution in design, good sliding surfaces 
are difficult to attam m every case 

Dowel coatings should do more than break 
the bond with the concrete When the bond 
IS broken restraint does not disappear. As
sumption that restramt decreases with age 
does not appear to be borne out by measure
ments on some dowelled joints 12 years old 
Although some joints have less restramt with 
age others, for some unknown reason, appear 
to have greater restraint with age. Expansion 
forces restrained jomts to partly close; con
traction cannot open them as wide as before. 
In a senes of dowelled jomts some of which are 
partly restrained, the slabs creep toward the 
restraint. Consequently, joint widths be
come variable; an extra strain is imposed on 
reinforcing steel. Some wide cracks in slabs 
are undoubtedly caused by dowel restraint; 

, pnctleolhi mmpnuibk, 

used to reduce restramt in the early life of the 
pavement. 

The reduction of all known causes of dowel 
restraint m joints to a practical minimum is 
very worthwhile I t is well to remember that 
joints are assembled usually by those who do 
not know the reasons for every requu^ment 
In handling of parts, placing and consohdating 
concrete, seldom is much care given to pro-
tectmg the joint structure from harm. De
signs that are completely foolproof against 
incorrect installation are not possible, but 
the nearest practical approach to them will go 
far to prolong the life of the pavement. 

FlasMng InJUtrcaion and SpaUing 
The metal flashing spanning the joint space 

led to trouble about two years later The 
flashmg was shaped m cross section like an 
mverted U having a width of i in and depth 
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Figure 6. Progressive Infiltration of Foreign Materials. Flashing Collapse and Ultimate 

Spalling 
the joints opened and closed the first year but 
not so fieely as others in the senes Several 
of these cracks had faulted as much as } m 

Another source of restraint is misalignment 
of dowels Dowels that are not parallel 
restrain joints from opemng in a somewhat 
direct relation to the amount of their diver
gence and then: stiffness While there was no 
definite evidence of pavement crackmg from 
this cause, the probability of it was con
sidered—especially after a few tests indicated 
that even a small divergence might cause 
restraint. Possible divergence m the stand
ard design was 1 in 300; probable divergence, 
much smaller. 

Shearing of the dowels deformed the ends 
so that the cross section was not uuform. 
As this contributed to restramt sawed ends 
were required Sleeve linings of compressible 
paper on the sides of the dowels further reduce 
shdmg resistance With this a lubricant 
about the consistency of gear oil should be 

of 3 m. (See Fig 6). The ends of the U 
were bent outward and anchored in the con
crete under the flanking angles 3} in below 
grade As the pavement expanded the 
rounded top was bent to conform to the nar
rower joint space Subsequent contraction, 
producmg a wider jomt space, spread the 
flashing at the bottom, but the rounded top 
and the nght angle bends at the bottom re
sisted change The sides of the flashmg then 
flexed in the form of reversed curves, leaving 
spaces between the flashing and the faces of 
the jomt. Sand and other soil gradually filled 
these spaces, even when the bituminous mate
rial over the top appeared to afford a perfect 
seal Subsequent pavement expansion com
pacted the infiltrated material, moving the 
sides of the flashing closer together Re
peated contractions and expansions of the 
pavement, accompamed by progressive dis
tortions of the sides of the flashing, further 
infiltrations of earth, and compactions soon 
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forced the sides of the flashmg together. Sum
mer pressures compressed the infiltrated earth 
into solid masses. 

This process gradually built up high pres
sure on certain small areas of the joint faces 
about two inches below the top of the pave
ment. Obviously the expansion of the pave
ment was resisted by relatively small portions 
of the cross sectional area. The force at the 
peak of the expansion cycle grows with resist
ance to freemovement. Each year further infil
tration m the same area increases the force to 
be resisted. This concentration of force and 
resistance at successive points produced unit 
pressures exceeding the strength of the con
crete. Spalhng of successive portions of the 
top edges of the pavement at the jomt fol
lowed. The larger of these spalls had a 
width of about 2 ft., extended several inches 
from the joint, and were as much as 2 in. in 
depth. 

A wammg of the imminence of such spalling 
was sent to us by Mr. Clifford Older in Septem
ber 1934, after the joint structure became 
standard. Had this been given more prompt 
and thorough consideration at that time some 
of this spalhng might have been prevented. 
Investigation started shortly after but a suit
able alternative was not developed before 
spalling occurred on pavements laid previously. 

As a part of the mvestigation, tiie process 
of flashing distortion by infiltration was re
peated in the laboratory at an accelerated 
rate on a model. Seeking further infor
mation, sand was squeezed between heavy 
steel horizontal plates. At first the sand was 
squeezed out easily, but when the plates were 
about f in. apart the pressures exceeded 5000 
lb. per sq. in. and distorted the steel plates, 
apparentiy without further compression of 
the sand layer. Later, clayey soil resisted 
in excess of 5000 lb per sq m. when com
pressed to 028 m. Other materials tested 
gave different thicknesses. Unfortunately, 
such tests do not afford very definite indica
tions of the pressures that might be found in 
practice. On the road, such variables as the 
area under compression, the kind of infiltrated 
material, the conditions of confinement in the 
joint spaxse, time, and moisture might give 
many different results. Upon reflection, and 
in the light of later information, these tests 
seem to be indicative of the process leading to 
spalhng but not necessarily of the magnitude 
of the pressures that might cause it. 

Wider Joint Space 
Nevertheless, these tests led to the hope 

that a wider joint space would check the con
solidation of infiltrated matenal and extrude 
the loosened material. Probably some mini
mum dimension could be found to accomplish 
this The joint space was increased i in. 
and the joint edges were tooled deeper and 
wider, but i t is still not known if the change 
was enough. The widened joint may spdl 
in future; when this is indicated, removal of 
the infiltrated material is facilitated by the 
extra width. So far, no widened jomt has 
spalled, although some of them are sue years 
old The wider joint space is not objection
able other than that i t creates some noise and 
slight shock. 

New Jersey's experience with metal flash
ings has proved somewhat unsatisfactory; still 
their use m a wider space was continued while 
searchmg for a good substitute. Theu: use 
creates a future problem of substitution— 
solvable but expensive. 

Infiltration of Old Joints and Cracks 
Infiltration troubles have not been limited 

to designs usmg flashings. Investigation of 
old joints disclosed many infiltrated spaces 
where premoulded bituminous impregnated 
felt had been used as a joint filler. When 
the filler was squeezed out by pavement ex
pansion the following contractions left free 
spaces into which earth entered. Since this 
process is intermittent throughout the year 
no ordinary maintenance can be depended on 
to keep a joint of this type free from infiltra
tion. New pourings of bitumen usually cover 
rather than penetrate or bypass infiltrated 
materials. The bitumen, bemg of the nature 
of a viscous hquid, cannot replace solid mate
rials such as earth, but earth can replace the 
bitumen, perhaps displacing it by slow pene
tration under certain conditions. There is a 
progressive interchange; the earth is found at 
the bottom of the space, and the bitumen at 
the top; in between there may be a mixture of 
the two A casual inspection of the surface 
may indicate no defects but a careful investi
gation reveals the cause of future trouble. 

Cracks that open frequently during the year 
can hardly be kept free from infiltration by 
pounng them with bitumen once a year. 
Bituminous seals often do not stick to the 
sides of concrete surfaces for long, particularly 
in prolonged wet weather. Pouring joints 
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and cracks with bitumen, if done carefully and 
at the right time, greatiy retards infiltration 
but it is no sure preventive. 

Narrow spaces may not infiltrate so rapidly 
as the wider spaces but the wider spaces appear 
to have a better chance to check consohdation 
of infiltrated material and may loosen and 
extrade it. At joints without effective load 
transfer the independent deflection of slab 
ends under load may tend to loosen and ex-
tmde the material. Thus, an occasional 
heavy load on light traffic roads may do more 
good than harm. 

Inasmuch as infiltration occurs more rapidly 
at the shoulder bne, because of greater avail
ability of material and, whereas only the top, 
and not the sides, of the cracks and joints are 
poured, small outside comer breaks are likely 
to'occur at open cracks. In the wider spaces 
at' joints more extensive infiltration may 

Stmi-compreisiblz mixturt tf biiumnevs 
mafenals and mfiltrafed mofeitals m 
upper portion of Jomt spaee-^ 

Phne of. 
frachire 

This wedqe of eoncrefe-
is usually ruptured 
throughout ondunjerqanq 
disinteqration 

Loytr efmcomprtssiUe 
mfiltraltd materials n lower 
portion of joint apace 

Figure 7. Bottom Comer Fracture at In-
filtrated Expansion Joint. 

account for longitudinal cracks starting at the 
jomt; later, under heavy loads and mcreased 
pressure, these may cause large comer breaks. 
So long as free expansion space nearby is 
preserved relief is afforded; but with further 
infiltration in successive years the free space 
is diminished. 

SpaUing and Blow-Ups 
At some of the old joints the bottom edges 

near the comers had spalled opposite in
filtrated areas; gradual extension of the spall-
ing toward the center was indicated, a few 
spalls reached a height of half the pavement 
thickness. (See Fig. 7). Ordinarily, they re
main unnoticed for several years Progressive 
bottom spallmg often formed inclmed wedges, 
raising one slab end. As the slab restraint 
was relieved by the spalling, the jomt space 
closed, the faces touching at the top, present

ing smaller areas to absorb the expansive 
force. As the spalling contmued these areas 
became still smaller until spalled off by a 
blow-up. (See Fig. 8). 

C A U S E S A N D PHOCESS O F B L 0 W - T ; P S 

The evidence of the contributing causes 
and the process of blow-up are seldom com
plete after the occurrence. The difference 
in appearance of old bottom spalls, former 
disintegration, and the final breakage may 
not be readily distingmshed. I t may be a 
natural assumption, on inspection, tiiat all 
of the breakage occurred at the time of blow
ing up. Nevertheless, the evidence leads to 
tins belief: blowups are Oie final prodttds in 
a process erf progressm diaintegraiion over a 
period of years, the principal causes being in
filtration, consolidation, and repeated concen
tration of the entire expansion force of the pave
ment successively on small areas, resulting in 

/Plants of fraetuit; 
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Figure 8. Blow-Up at Infiltrated Expansion 
Joint. 

umi stresses higher than the strength of the 
concrete. 

Blow-ups do not occur until tiie pavement 
is several years old. I t takes some time for 
infiltration to build up resistance sufficient 
to produce high compressive stresses. Initial 
spallmg may occur in a penod of a year or two 
but may be deferred for several years. As 
one area is reheved of pressure by spallmg, 
the pressure is concentrated on new areas m 
subsequent years; the spalling is progressive. 

Many blow-ups have occurred m early 
summer, when the pavement moisture content 
is still high. In a series of concrete pavement 
slabs under pressure longitudinally, the loca
tion of the blow-up seems likely to be at the 
pomt of greatest eccentricity of pressure. 
While this could be at a crack, reports usually 
place i t at joints. The element of chance or 
luck is evident in the occurrence of blow-ups 
because of the distribution of infiltration, the 
character of materials, time of laying con
crete and abnormal weather. 
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On light traffic roads, without load transfer, 
blow-ups may be regarded as an mconvenience 
and a mamtenance expense that is perhaps 
lower in cost than the preventive measures. 
On heavy duty pavemente blow-ups make the 
load transfer device in jointe worthless. The 
maintenance expense is much higher and 
hastens the time of reconstruction. 

InfiUration General in Concrete Pavemenia 
Evidentiy infiltration takes place in all con

crete pavemente. There must be a difference 
m rate, because of differences in maintenance, 
differences in pressure of material, and differ
ences in direction and velocity of wmd and 
water, which carry matenal to the free spaces 
The building up of eccentnc pressures at 
nearly every free space is beheved to be pro
ceeding during every expansion cycle. If 
this is true, it seems likely that concrete pave
mente where mfiltration accumulates and con
solidates are gradually approaching a condi
tion leadmg to a blow-up. However, infiltra
tion distnbution over an area of cross-section 
large enough to keep the compressive stresses 
below the breakmg pomt probably would 
avoid blow-ups. A review of present and past 
designs, supplemented by field mvestigation 
by diggmg out the shoulder opposite several 
consecutive jointe and cracks would disclose 
the extent of infiltration and suggest remedies 
to extend the life of pavemente seriously 
affected. Apparently, some designs used m 
the past may bnng about their own partial 
destruction, even though the pavements were 
never subjected to a single wheel load of 
traffic. 

Pavement Growth 
Although there is difference of opinion 

regarding a general tendency of concrete 
pavement slabs to grow longer, the fact of 
growth in some pavemente has been verified 
by many observers And, m others, the fre
quency and extent of blow-ups can be ac
counted for only by pavement growth, ac
companied by infiltration. However, it is 
important to distinguish between actual 
growth of concrete and apparent growth due 
to infiltration 

Where blow-ups had occurred m one stretch 
of pavement several slabs were cut off to 
relieve the pressure. While one slab end 
was being cut off, the space closed just before 

the cut was qmte completed and the small 
part of the slab that was not yet cut off was 
shattered as the slabs moved together The 
whole pavement was under pressure. A rough 
calculation of jomt space originally provided 
and then existent, atbsr allowances for the 
length cut off and the difference in tempera
ture, indicated a growth of several feet in a 
distance of two miles. The constructed 
length of slabs was about 34 ft . ; the jomt 
space was i in.; the pavement was 15 yr. old. 
Wherever concrete pavements grow, the effecte 
of infiltiation are accelerated. 

Besulte of past and continuing investiga
tions mto the causes of growth together with 
possible design changes lead to ^e thought 
that slab growth will not affect future pave
mente as it has some old pavemente. If 
growth can be counteracted by plastic flow, 
it is only necessary to prevent eccentricity in 
pressures of such magnitude that would cause 
spalhng. Joint fillers that fill the joint space 
all the time and can absorb high pressures 
should distnbute the expansive force over the 
larger part of the cross section area and should 
reduce harm from slab growth However, if 
it I S necessary to maintain free expansion space 
for concrete slabs to grow, the joint space 
would need to be quite wide. 

Prevention of Free Spaces 
Possibly some infiltration can be removed; 

but apparentiy the more certain way to avoid 
ite effecte is to prevent the formation of free 
spaces in both jointe and cracks Free space 
m cracks can be prevented by adequate steel 
reinforcement; free space in jomte is ineviteble 
unless the joint filler fills tiie joint space at 
all times. 

P B E C O M F R E S S E D W O O D A S A J O I N T F I L L E R 

In the search for smteble joint fillers, the 
use of wood was suggested I t has been used 
for many years with excellent results in some 
places The desae to learn what happens to 
wood, when subjected to such treatment as 
joint fillers must withstand, led to testing the 
effecte of water and compression. Some 
woods withstood a great deal of pressure with
out any noticeable detenoration They com
pressed to half or more of theu* initial thick
ness, and when the pressure was removed, they 
recovered a small amount—usually about ten 
per cent of the mitial thickness This com-
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pressed wood stayed in that condition in the 
air for long periods, but when put in water re
turned very qmckly to its initial thickness. 

This behavior suggested that certam dry 
compressed woods could be used to form a 
joint space when the pavement is laid, or 
could be mserted in a preformed joint space 
when the pavement is contracted, and later, 
by giving water access to the wood, i t would 
exert a small pressure in tendmg to return to 
its initial thickness. After water absorption, 
compressed wood has the property of bemg 
spongy. In an effort to learn what might 
eventually happen, a few pieces were put 
through many cycles of compression, wetting 
and drying, each cycle being of at least 48 hr. 
duration Specimens kept continually wet, 
after 97 cycles of compression to half thick
ness, shrank about 24 per cent, others with 
oven drying for SO cycles and warm air drying 
for 37 cycles, a total of 87 cycles of compres
sion to half thickness, shrank 28 per cent. 
The shrinkage appeared to have stopped be
fore completion of all the cycles, no further 
loss in the recovery of the vvood in water 
occurring as yet However, other mformation 
indicates that heat affects the cell structure 
and, if completely dried by heat, all recovery 
may be lost eventually 

In some respects such accelerated tests are 
beheved to be more severe tiian service con
ditions In service the high heat would be 
absent, there would be fewer cycles of com
pression to half thickness, but of longer dura
tion. Except for the top surface, the wood 
probably would remain damp To replace 
water that may evaporate or be squeezed out, 
more is available from rams, and possibly 
from subgrade moisture long after rains. 
Examination of precompressed wood in joints 
one year old, showed the wood just under the 
top surface to be moist and spongy, even after 
a long dry spell The whole story of what 
might happen over a long penod cannot be 
told in so short a time but in the meantime 
decisions as to its use must rely on careful 
estimates based on kno \̂'n information 

As for durabihty there seems to be no reason 
to expect any difference in precompressed and 
uncompressed wood, unless the cell structure 
IS injured by the mitial compression Possi
bly the effect on the cell structure of any 
]3articular wood varies with the rate and 
amount of the initial compression and the 

amount of moisture in the wood. Preserva
tives did not appear to change the recovery 
characteristics of compressed wood. 

The year-old experimental installations of 
precompressed wood as a filler in joints in 
New Jersey indicate a superior joint filler, 
when properly used within its range of re
covery. All other materials tested have fallen 
short of the performance of precompressed 
wood up to this time—principally because 
they do not expand as the pavement contracts, 
and thus leave free spaces at the joints; many 
materials do not recover appreciably after a 
relatively short penod of compression 

One pecuhanty of precompressed wood is 
that dunng compression of a long piece—such 
as a plank—it has a tendency to assume an 
irregidar shape when the pressure is released. 
This IS probably caused by a lack of um-
fornuty of gram structure throughout its 
length. This irregularity is overcome by 
usmg laminated wood, plywood, or short 
pieces To maintain a constant height in the 
jomt for better nding, a large part, or all, of 
the wood should be placed with the gram 
vertical, because there is no change of dimen
sion witii the gram. 

As the compression of wood approaches 
half its mitial thickness, it builds up resistance 
to further compression rather rapidly. Such 
resistance would mcrease the compression in 
the concrete Inasmuch as this compression 
IS spread nearly uniformly over the entire 
cross section, it is believed to be more bene
ficial than harmful 

U N C O M P R E S S E D W O O D A S A J O I N T F I L L E R 

In the future, precompressed wood, on the 
basis of present knowledge, promises to fill 
the joint space at all times longer than other 
matenals While carrying on further experi
ments with it, uncompressed wood appears to 
offer promise for the immediate future, its 
properties are known better and it has been 
used successfully Ordinarily, the swellmg of 
wood IS Imuted to about 4 or 5 per cent, and 
it cannot fill the joint space dunng all of the 
contraction cycle As the joint space opens 
it is expected to infiltrate \nth earth In the 
following expansion cycle the infiltrated mate
rial would be consolidated and the wood com
pressed As infiltration proceeds it is expected 
to build up partial layers of mcompressible 
matenal on one or both sides of the wood In 
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these curcumstances, durmg expansion the 
wood must compress an additional amount, 
because of the liuckness of the layer of con-
soUdated earth The wood becomes, in effect, 
the same as precompressed wood. 

In this process some inequalities of pressure 
would be expected because of the locahzation 
of infiltration. However, conadering the time 
it takes for these forces to attain sufficient 
magnitude, the tendency for them to spread 
progressivdy over larger areas with further 
infiltration in each contraction cycle, and the 
large recovery of the wood during its early 
life because of the slow rate of compression 
shrinkage these pressures are thought to be 
well below those causing spalhng. 

Some of the very hard woods are compressed 
mitially a considerable amount only by pres
sures higher than concrete can withstand. 
Conceivably, these might give trouble, but 
some of the softer woods, havmg the right kind 
of cell structure, would be more suitable. As 
infiltration proceeds, it should stop succes
sively at different places, because of the tend
ency of the compressed wood to recover and 
fill the remainmg space. The final condition 
after a few years may be one or two layers of 
incompressible earth and a layer of com
pressed wood, the whole filling the jomt space 
thereafter. Some of this is, of course, specula
tion; there can be no definite assurance that 
the process would proceed as outhned. In 
fact, some reports of blow-ups, where wood 
was used m joints, cast doubt on the expecta
tion of perfect results. No information 
accompamed the reports as to the kind of 
wood used, or conditions in connection with 
its use. The surroundmg conditions are very 
important in judging the merits of any mate
rial for the purpose 

Woods havmg a low percentage and a slow 
rate of compression shrinkage would be most 
suitable for joint fillers, whether precom
pressed when used o* not Until theu* hmita-
tions are better known, safeguards should be 
employed in connection with wood joints. 
For instance, an extra joint, involving a short 
slab, can be inserted at frequent intervals, 
this slab, if pressures become dangerous, can 
be removed and replaced by a shorter one. 
Or, perhaps nearly the same result can be 
attained by making the wood in each joint 
thicker in proportion to the length of slab; 
this allows a margin of safety in not utilizing 

the full indicated range of wood recovery. 
Since the compression and recovery proper
ties of woods differ greatly, their character
istics should be determmed by tests precedmg 
expenmental installations. In no case should 
knots be allowed in wood jomt fillers. A few 
war time projects in New Jersey, in which 
uncompressed wood has been used, should 
furnish information on some of these points 
over future years. And, doubtless, informa
tion on this subject is avjulable from other 
sources. 

S P R I N G J O I N T S 

Another way to prevent infiltration in 
cracks is to keep the eataxe pavement surface 
tightly closed by compression. Probably 
many existing pavements are under com
pression a l a i ^ part of the jrear—especially 
after earth has infiltrated cracks and joints 
So long as spalling and blow-ups are avoided 
this compression is effective in decreasmg the 
warping stresses in the summer time. In 

Figure 9. Sketch Showing Possible Metliod 
of Tftilizlng Heavy Compression Springs in 
Combination with Tubular Dowels. 

the winter, however, this benefit is lost. 
Engmeers have long recognized the benefits 
of compression to coimteract tension in con
crete pavements For nearly the entire 
period of building concrete pavements, much 
theorizmg has been devoted to the subject'of 
decreasing the effects of tension. Whether 
the compression should be a small amount 
during the coldest weather, so as to avoid high 
pressures during summer, or a larger amount, 
to attiun a material decrease in any normal 
tension is a matter for further study. 

There is the question as to the manner of 
puttmg the pavement under pressure. Be
sides utihzing the expansive force of the pave
ment, which is limited to the summer time, 
probably the most practical means is spring 
steel incorporated in the joint structure. A 
httle study indicated that cod springs could 
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be used, were available in the desued sizes, 
and were not too expensive. The springs, 
inserted in a closed metal cyhnder that takes 
the place of the customary dowel, would be 
installed in a fully compressed stete. (See 
Fig. 9). One experiment was tned with a 
small spring of 3300 lb. capacity; war time 
reqmremente for steel checked further experi-
mente. Just now, there seem to be no in
superable obstecles to building compression m 
pavemente by the use of steel coil spnngs. 
At first the mstallation was a problem, but 
two apparentiy practicable methods of spring 
release after pavement hardemng have been 
devised. 

As a t)ractical matter, the forces exerted by 
springs may not greatiy exceed 100 lb. per 
sq. m. in the pavement Dunng contraction, 
this would be less in the middle of the slab 
while overcoming subgrade fnction Perhaps 
all tension, except that caused by local settie-
mente and differential frost heaves, can be 
kept within safe lunits by compression. 
Consequentiy, cracking would be reduced. 
Should cracks occur they would be pressed 
together by the springs. Even a small 
pressure may be enough for load transfer and 
to exclude infiltration. Bituminous pouring 
would not be needed. Steel reinforcement 
would not be needed because the steel coil 
spnngs would perform every function now 
performed by reinforcement and others in 
addition. 

Present practice in concrete pavement con-
stiuction IS at variance with the inherent 
properties of concrete, it makes littie use of 
concrete's great compressive strength, but 
accepte the weakness in tension and endeavors 
to avoid ite effects Ite survival and exten
sion as a paving material for heavy duly 
pavemente may depend on designs that make 
more use of ite strength The use of springs 
would be in accord with concrete's inherent 
properties. Studies have been earned far 
enough to justify further experiments to fix 
the scope of suiteble designs. 

C O N T R A C T I O N J O I N T S 

Pavemente with built-in compression are a 
promise for the future; meanwhile improve
ments for the immediate future should be dis
cussed These center mostiy about the jomte 
Past troubles with expansion joints led to the 
desire to use as few as practicable Following 

the omission of expansion jointe, contraction 
jointe were introduced to control cracking. 
The view that cracks cause less trouble than 
jointe is ostensibly supported by some observa
tions. Contraction jointe, accordmg to some 
opmion, are accepteble substitutes for some 
of the expansion jointe. 

Support for contiaction jointe evidentiy is 
based partly on the assumption of load trans
fer through the interlockmg of the fractured 
faces. A recent examination of a new con
traction joint, before the pavement was 
opened to traffic, showed the fractured face 
to be rather smooth to the feel of the hand. 
Manifestiy, only perfect closure would effect 
full load transfer. Accordmg to observation, 
a temperature drop of about 30 deg. would 
separate the fractured faces sufficiently to 
allow a deflection of i in. before meeting 
resistance from the adjacent slab. Any in
dependent deflection would add appreciably 
to the load stresses, would produce higher 
subgrade unit pressures, and would cause 
impact on the slab end beyond the joint. 

Even with a rough fracture, all pointe of 
roughness cannot be utilized sunultaneously 
to transfer load when the joint is slightiy open. 
Initially only the pointe that break on a hori
zontal plane provide load transfer. The dis
tnbution of tiiese pomte depend on accident 
and partiy on the slope of fracture. When 
the joint is not tightiy closed the load is sus
tained separately on each side only by these 
pointe that break on a horizontal plane 
Wider openings utilize fewer pointe and these 
few must bear the whole load. As the joint 
opens these are so few they would be hkdy to 
break off under heavy load, causing some loss 
in load transfer. .Then the load is earned 
successively by pointe having steeper slopes. 
The progressive breaking of these and the 
rubbing together of the jomt faces with each 
load passage would gradually lessen the load 
transfer present when the crack formed. 
After the joint is open and subjected to crush
ing of the points of fracture and to infiltrated 
earth it seems doubtiul that the fractured faces 
ever regain the origmal contact As for the 
probabihty of load transfer from the friction 
or beanng on consolidated infiltrated material, 
this would obtein, if at all, only when the 
pavement is imder great pressure from 
expansion. 

In several series of six contraction jointe 
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spaced <15 f t apart the joints cracked at 
different times The early tendency was to 
form slabs 45 and 60 f t long, later, mter-
mediate jomts cracked However, some of 
the openings m the first wmter were as wide 
as 015 m These did not decrease in width 
untd the summer expansion equalised the 
openings Early in the second mnier these 
openings averaged 010 m—partly due to 
the decrease in the expansion space as the 
joint filler did not recover from summer com
pression. Some of the contraction joints were 
opened i in Such opemngs preclude load 
transfer and are subject to infiltration On 
old pavements moderate faulting has occurred 
at openmgs of this mdth 

One reinforced concrete pavement in New 
Jersey laid in 1934 cracked very badly where 
several expansion jomts m succession were 
frozen, these were the standard channel 
dowel jomts Apparently contraction was 
the primary cause Gradually many of these 
cracks became qmte wide despite the |-m 
reinforcing bars 7 i in apart The cracks 
infiltralied and spalled; many of them faulted 
causing additional cracking Al l the joints 
in this pavement are in excellent condition 
but the pavement, which is only nine years 
old, needs replacement in the near future 

I f load transfer devices of the sliding type 
are constructed at the contraction joints, 
apparently the only sources of trouble are 
those caused by infiltration of water and 
earth Closely si>aced and well maintained 
joints might delay trouble for a long time 
Inevitably earth infiltration durmg the con
traction cycles would progressively prevent 
the joints from closing. The effects of infiltra
tion probably would escape detection until 
blow-ups occur; these may be at the expansion 
joints lather than at the contraction joints 
although the contraction joints may con
tribute to the cause as much or more than the 
expansion joints Al l thmgs considered, the 
economic justification of such a design is 
doubted 

The inclmation of fractured faces operates 
to open cracks under the action of heavy 
loads Each vertical force imposed on a 
sloping surface has a horizontal component 
tendmg to push the slabs apart This is 
resisted by the subgrade fnction and the steel, 
if remforced Sometimes this is not enough 
to prevent nide opening and faulting As 

the slope of the fractured faces varies in 
amount and direction m different contraction 
joints in a series, this tends to open some 
joints wider than others, the wider ones being 
susceptible to greater faulting. Free expan
sion space allows cracks and contraction joints 
to open wider. Altogether, heavy loads and 
contraction with infiltration tend to make the 
slabs creep toward free spaces. 

The place of contraction joints in roads not 
needing load transfer is not certain A com
bination of excellent subgrade and well main
tained contraction jomts might support many 
heavy loads for a long tune without faultmg 
However, heavy duty pavements should have 
load transfer throughout theu* length at all 
times, both at joints initially installed and at 
cracks subsequently formed anjrwhere. Con
traction jomts cannot meet these require
ments, and have no proper place, in the design 
of such pavements 

D U M M T (OR W A K P I N G ) J O I M T S 

I f adequate steel reinforcement holds the 
fractured faces together, there is full load 
transfer and no infiltration The reinforce
ment eliminates the function of the contrac
tion jomt and converts i t mto a dummy joint, 
with the smgle function of relieving warping 

The introduction of dummy (warping) 
joints, which are preformed cracks, may have 
the effect of addmg to the number of cracks 
that otherwise might form in the pavement 
Although many New Jersey pavements are 
cracked, hundreds of slabs of all ages up to 25 
years are not cracked The justification of 
the dummy joint is that i t is better than a 
crack caused by warping This is debatable, 
as such cracks usuaUy are so fine as not to 
disfigure the pavement and may reqmre no 
maintenance and probably will not infiltrate 
and become wider—always provided the rein
forcement is adequate. I f on the other hand, 
the evidence does not indicate a great number 
of such cracks, the use of dummy jomts would 
not seem to be justified. I f the pavement is 
strong enough to withstand warping stresses 
in addition to the load stresses, the extra 
breaks in continuity of structure are not 
beneficial, because all such breaks, whether in 
the form of cracks or joints, are weak pomts 
and are thought to bnng closer the ultimate 
need of reconstruction The causes of all 
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cracks in New Jersey pavements cannot be 
identified but more evidence is needed to 
attribute the cause to warping Present indi
cations are that heavy duty pavements would 
be better without dummy joints. I t seems 
almost axiomatic that heavy duty concrete 
pavements would last longer with the least 
practicable number of breaks in then: con
tinuity. Eventually each break contributes 
to a rougher profile, a weakening of subgrade 
support, and possible pavement spalling. 
Each break that is necessary should be de
signed to resist deterioration and to preserve 
as much continuity of structure and surface 
as IS practicable. 

C O N C B E T E S I L L S 

Most of the thought about load transfer 
devices centers on dowels because they provide 
economy m material by functioning in both 
duections. Nevertheless, one load distrib-

Figure 10. Expansion Joint with Inset 
Concrete Sill. 

uting device may prove worthy of more 
consideration, that is, a concrete sill under 
the pavement slab ends. Its behavior in the 
test road was entirely satisfactory. As this 
was an accelerated test, i t may not have told 
the whole story During warping and m 
periods of alternate freezmg and thawmg earth 
might infiltrate over the sill; consequently, 
the slab ends may not return to their original 
or to the same relative elevation, with resultant 
impact at the joint and uneven beanng of 
slab ends I n a war time use of the sill these 
contingencies were anticipated by makmg the 
sill extend to within 9 in of the edge of pave
ment and raising the top of i t 2 in. above sub-
grade. (See Fig. 10). That is, the upper 
half of the sill was surrounded by the bottom 
of the pavement I t was hoped this design, 
by enclosmg the top of the sill, would exclude 
infiltration coming from the shoulder and the 
subgrade. The only protection against in
filtration from above was the wooden plank 
used as a joint filler 

On three later contracts this design and two 
others were used. On one contract the sill 
was raised up 2 m. but extended the full width 
of the pavement On the thurd contract the 
sill was set flush with the subgrade and ex
tended the ful l width of the pavement, no 
provision being made to exclude infiltration 
from either the side or the bottom. Compari
son of these three designs m future years may 
indicate if protection from infiltration over the 
sill is needed To afford further comparisons 
with these designs, a few of the channel dowel 
joints were incorporated in this work. 

The sill derives its principal value from two 
advantages over steel dowelled jomts: the 
surface is non-erodible, and there is no metal 
to rust away and thereby lose the load dis
tribution essential to heavy duty pavements. 

S L A B L E N G T H S A N D J O I N T S P A C E W I D T H 

Allied to the subject of joints is that of slab 
lengths. One basis of determining the length 
of slab of reinforced pavement with load 
transfer devices is that of least cost for the 
reiuforcement and the joint, computed by 
assuming a coefficient of subgmde friction and 
making allowances for joint restramt and the 
horizontal component of the vertical force of 
heavy loads However, slab lengths should 
not be determmed on this basis alone. Length 
of slab should be related to width of joint 
space Narrow joint spaces are preferable 
because wide jomt spaces cause noise unless 
the joint material is flush with the pavement 
surface This is annoying to motorists; even 
on a smooth pavement there is a sensation of 
bumpmess—perhaps partly induced by hear
ing the noise Also there may be slight vibra
tion from the shock of the tires hitting the far 
side of the jomt space The width of joint 
space IS a function of the properties and limi
tations of the filler used—especially its range 
of resiliency in filling the joint space—and the 
permissible toleration of noise and shock. 

I f the filler is able to resist compression so 
that the pavement can absorb some of the 
expansive force, obviously less change of slab 
length need be taken mto account than mdi-
cated by the temperature range and the coeffi
cient of expansion. While information is in
sufficient to determme slab lengtiis on this 
basis, such as is available can be used by resort 
to trial and error metiiods. Using that 
available in New Jersey, a tentative ratio of 
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wood thickness to concrete length of about 1 
to 600 has been fixed. 

B A S I S O F D E S I G N O F T H E N E W J E R S E T J O I N T 

S T R U C T U B E 

Betuming to the standard joint structure 
used m New Jersey, the reasons governing the 
selection of design, and some of the questions 
raised, from time to time, in the nature of 
criticisms should be discussed. The first 
question was that of justifying a higher cost; 
low cost is an asset not lightly ^smissed. 
The whole joint cost is about one dollar per 
footr—amoimting to about 6 per cent of the 
total pavement cost. There has been no way 
of knowing what a joint should cost; other 
than what has been accepted and become 
customary over a period of years, no valid 
criterion for justifiable cost has been evolved. 
The weakness of concrete pavements is the 
lack of continuity of structure. Except for 
scaling and similar disintegration the ultimate 
failure of the pavement probably will take 
place at those points where continuity has 
been broken. The joint may measure the life 
of heavy duty concrete pavements. I f tins 
is so, tiien reluctance to pay the pnce of 
adequacy reduces the return on the investment 
in the pavement 

To some engineers and contractors the blue
prints were rather formidable; on paper the 
structure appeared comphcated to assemble. 
Simplicity of structure and ease of installation 
are alluring arguments to engineers and con
tractors alike, but they are not essentials. A 
demonstration of the joint assembly and a 
short experience m its use provided the answer 
to this question of complexity. No measure
ments were required; no adjustments had to 
be made; procedure became standardized 
quickly; assembly could be made in but one 
way—the right way. 

I t was questioned i f the dowels were not 
heavier than they needed to be. While this 
may be true no one could tell how heavy 
dowels needed to be. I t is rather difficult 
for theoretical analyses and laboratory test 
with static loads to take into account the wear 
on steel and concrete, and some unknowns 
about millions of moving traffic loads over 
inequalities of subgrade during variable 
weather conditions that may include long 
rainy spells and periods of thaw after a pro
longed freezing spell. Since actual teste were 

made under heavy loads, the careful observ
ance of the testing, supplemented by the 
observance of the behavior of pavemente 
carrying heavy traffic, furnished the most 
practical criteria of requiremente. Evidence 
of corrosion reducing the cross section of old 
dowels at the joint space by more than half 
was not without ite effect in determining dowel 
dimensions. For mstance, the thickness of 
the web was increased from } to i in. on this 
account. 

The length of dowel needed was not known. 
A long dowel can be ahgned better but adds 
to the cost and may add to dowel restramt. 
Most of a long dowel's work is done by a small 
part of the length. On the other hand, very 
short dowels or studs have eight pomte of hig^ 
pressure on the concrete, at eac î end and at 
each joint face both top and bottom Pres
sure at these pointe may be more concentrated 
because of the short length. Twenty inches 
was selected as a trial in the absence of more 
knowledge of the required length. 

The depth of 2 inches was sdected to afTord 
stiffness, in view of past offset deformation of 
the i-in. round dowels Shear is less a meas
ure of dowel adequacy than bending., The 
ability of the concrete at the face of the joint 
to withstand the high pressures imposed by 
bending of the dowel is a critical condition of 
design. These pressures are dependent on the 
width of ]omt space or the span between pointe 
of positive support The stiffness reduced the 
concentration of pressure at the joint faces, by 
making more of the dowel resist bending At 
one tune i t seemed desmible to replace the 
stiffness the pavement lost in breaking ite 
continuity. Later, i t was realized that this 
was not practicable because more steel would 
be required than could be held by the sur
rounding concrete. For instance, one of 
several 3-in. I-beams included experimentally 
in a 9-m. pavement jomt broke out the con
crete under i t . Ideas of stiffness were modi
fied; i t was concluded that enough sti'ffness to 
avoid permanent dowel bending was the 
primary requirement. 

Measurement of differences in deflection and 
in warping between the stiff and hinged struct
ures on an existing pavement and on the test 
road showed these differences to be ummpor-
tant. This was disappointing at the tune, but 
when the question was raised later, i t indi
cated that the stiff structure would not add 
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substantially to the warping stresses. A 
little reflection on the relative stiffness of the 
pavement and of the joint structure led to the 
same conclusion. Surveys of roads in service 
several years show few cracks m the pavement 
near the joint; most cracks are in the middle 
third of the slab. What was regarded as a 
very stiff joint structure proved to be almost 
as flexible as any true hinge joint within the 
limits of slab bending found in practice. 

Before adoption of the design, concern was 
felt lest the cross channel supporting device 
might create a plane of weakness at tiie ends 
of the dowels, because i t extended across the 
pavement and occupied about a fourth of the 
cross-sectional area. (See Fig. 11). Con
sideration was given as to how tlds "hole 

ence with this structure for 10 years, much 
still is unknown about required dimensions of 
design. Ride of thumb selection has been 
necessary. For instance, the 1 by 1 in. angl^ 
extending across and contactmg the dowds 
above and below decrease wear at the joint 
faces and transmit load from the dowels to the 
concrete; but definite knowledge is lacking as 
to the proper size or shape for these purposes. 
No effort has been made to vary the size and 
spacing of parts to determine experimentally 
the most desired dimensions. The first 
problem was to make the structure adequate 
to preserve the investment in the pavement. 
To accomplish this i t was believed only a 
rugged and rigidly held structure could with
stand the r o u ^ treatment usually encountered 
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Figure 11. Cross Section of Expansion Joint as Recently Revised for Future Use. 

through the concrete" might affect the func
tioning of the pavement in practice. Stresses 
in shear, contraction, and bending were con
sidered—those in shear and contraction were 
not thought to be critical. I n bending, the 
slab ends act as cantilevers, the critical point 
of stress, as evidenced by cracks, bemg about 
5 to 8 f t . from the end. A t the dowd support, 
which is less than a foot away from the joint, 
more than sufficient cross-sectional area is 
available to support the load. When in the 
first year some cracks did appear over the 
dowel supporting device i t was ascertained 
that the dowels were tightiy bound to the 
concrete because of inadequate lubrication. 
Even then, often the cracks occurred in other 
parts of the slab. Since tiien better lubrica
tion is believed to have eliminated frozen 
jomte and all possibility of structural weaJmess 
due to this method of supporting dowels. 

Notwithstanding rather satisfactory experi-

in construction operations and assure correct 
installation, and only a structure with a 
minimum tendency to develop looseness would 
transmit load effectively for a long period. 
Whatever i t has cost, i t has prevented faulting, 
provided load transfer, and minimized sub-
grade erosion. I t is estimated that three to 
five million heavy loads have passed over 
many of these joints without any noticeable 
deterioration. 

The possibility of a lighter wdght design 
proving satisfactory is admitted. A t best, 
this would save a few pounds of steel—steel 
that may extend the life of the pavement 
many more years. Granted a possible saving 
of 2 to 3 per cent in the first cost of the pave
ment; the saving, in terms of the total invest
ment i t might jeopardize, is rather like the 
insurance premium. Only when i t can be 
shown that the design is overwdghted in any 
respect should such revisions be made. 
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This design appears to satisfy the conditions 
found in New Jersey. I t is not intended to 
imply that other designs would not satisfy 
these conditions, nor tiiat this design wiU 
satisfy the conditions found in other places. 
These principles of design apply to all heavy 
duty concrete pavements, though the applica
tion may differ with local conditions. A long 
observance of light traffic roads does not sup
port the need for the same design require
ments. Nevertheless, similar designs may 
extend still further the life of light txa&c 
roads, and guard against failure i f the charac
ter of the traffic should change greatiy within 
the life of the pavement. For heavy duty 
roads the necessity of better designs is clear 
and the extra cost is justified. 

SmiMABT O F B E Q U I K B U E N T S 

The requirements of design of heavy duty 
concrete pavements include: 

1. A non-erodible subgrade—preferably 
somewhat porous—capable of withstand-

• ing the high umt pressures in the vicinity 
of the joint without deformation 

2. A sturdy load distributing device, free 
from restramt, and with a slow rate of 
deterioration. 

3. Adequate steel reinforcement to hold 
cracked slabs together, assurmg always 
a fu l l measure of load transfer and no 
space for infiltration. 

4< Jomt fillers that always fill the jomt 
space 

Fulfillment of these requirements not only 
builds but also preserves load transfer m the 
whole length of pavement for a long time 

I n addition i t is suggested that the allow
ance for expansion can be less than sufficient 
to provide for aU expansion, because summer 
pressures, i f controlled and uniformly dis

tributed, are beneficial, especially in decreasmg 
high summer warping stresses. Possibly, in 
the future, steel reinforcement in the pavement 
can be replaced by steel springs in the joint, 
and some of the winter tension can be offset 
by controlled compression as a permanent 
feature of design. 

I f joint fillers cannot always fill the joint 
space, and i f mfiltration is not removed, joint 
spaces should be wide enough to prevent con-
sohdation of infiltrated material; or a filler 
should be used that will avoid high eccentric 
pressures. The potentialities of wood, both 
precompressed and uncompressed, give the 
best promise of fillmg the above requirements 
of joint fillers and wood should be tried ex
tensively with, however, such safeguards as 
are thought necessary to prevent any imex-
pected bad results I f then, wood does not 
prove equal to present expectations, the 
results, considering its replaceability, can 
hardly be less satisfactory than present 
practice. 

Finally, i t is a regrettable situation that at 
this time the scarcity of data requires evidence 
to be supplemented so much by speculation 
and inadequately supported condusions in the 
consideration of unprovement of jomt and 
pavement design. I t is hoped that this 
account of failure, success, hope, and proba-
bibties may direct closer attention to present 
shortcommgs and lead to better designs for 
the future I f only i t prompts questioning of 
the accepted way, i t is useful 

The author desires to acknowledge the work 
of Wilham Van Breemen of this Department m 
contributing generously of his time and 
thoughts to making this account more complete 
and accurate All the details of desigmng, 
testing, and observing mentioned have been 
done by him or under his personal supervision 




